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I.' The Open Learning Phenomenon - A Tren

When Adlai Stevenson was running for the Presidency of the United States

agai4:n4:st Dwight Eisenhower he once commented that "The dream of a new America

begins in a classroom." And the French essa4pist, Guehenno, quickly provided a

more global view: "The dream of a new hui;aanity anywhere dan only begin in a

classroom." (1)

The trend towards open forms of learning, in this country and elsewhere,

cannot be separated from,the extraordinary efforts in our times to create, if not

a new America or anew humanity, at least better situations out of which an

improved human condition may in time evolve. But the open learning trend'is also

related to a number of other phenomena -- social economic, politic,

demographic and educational.

First, however, we must define what is meant by "open learning". Learning

is the act or process of acquiring knowledge on-skill.- When the adjective 'open'

technologic,

is used to qualify 'learning' we have put a name to a process

is not enclosed or encumbered by barriers, that is accessible

confined or cbncealed, and that implies a continuum of access

of learning that

and available, not

and opportunity.

"The term 'open' has been given to so many experimental programs, at so

many levels, that it is difficult to find a common definition that will describe --

or be acceptable to -- all the di ferent enterprises that

2
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'open' schools at the pre-school level, the 'primary-elementary and secondary

level, and in higher end continuing education. However., all the open schools have

one principle in common: they are to a greater or lesser extent efforts to expand

the freedoms of learners. Some of the open schools are open only in a spatial

sense, with learners, in school freer to move about in more individualized work

patterns; others provide freedoms in more significant dimensions -- in admissions,

in selection_of courses, in adaptation of the curriculum to the individual, and

freedoms in time as well as spatial aspects (i.e., learners permitted to start,

q stop, and proceed at their awn pace and convenience). Still others approach the

ultimate freedoms learner goal selection, reaching the learner where he ik, in

his own environment and situation, on his own terms, and involving him in the

evaluation of achielvement of,the goals that he hasselected." -(2)

The.ideal,Concept of open education would take the form of education

permanence, open to people at all levels, cradle-to-grave.

g one were to create an institution or institutions congruent with this

enlarged definition and to accomplish its ,implied goals, what characteristics

would such an institution have? Ten characteristics of open learning systems

were identified in a recent study carried out by the NAEB for the U.S. National

Institute oftEducation. (3).

The ten systems characteristics are:

1. The'sysfem is capable of eliciting, interpreting and
analyzing learner goals,and abilities at the entry point and
throughout the student's participation with the instructional
and learning program..

2. The system acknowledges that it embodies two separate but
related programs, -- the instructional program embodied in the

institutional system; and the learning program carried on by
learners with the assistance of the system.

3
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3. The system is capable of enabling learners to participate
in the program of learning and instruction without imposing
traditional academic entry requirements, without the pursuit
of an academic degree orother certification ds the exclusive
reward.

4. The system requires formulation of learning objectives in
such a way that they can serve as the basis for decisions in
instructional design, including evaluation, and in such a way
that they will not only be fully known to the students, but s
that students can participate in decision-making.

5. As an operating principle, the system is capable, aftere hing

a critical minimum of aggregation, of accommodating incre ed

numbers of learners without a commensurate increase in t unit

cost of the. basic learning experiences: i.e., costs mus not be

directly and rigidly volume sensitive. After reaching hg

necessary level of aggregation, unit costs should show a diminishing
relationship to total systems costs.

6. The system makes it operationally possible for the ethdologies'

of instruction and learning to employ sound, video film, print
and other communication-diffusion technologies as vehicles and
options for mediating learning experiences.

7. The system uses testing and evaluation prinoip ly to diagnose
and analyze'the accomplishment of specified le rning objectives,
including the objective of self-directed rath r than other-
directed learning.

8. The system is-able to tolerate distance betfaeen the instructional
staff and resources, and the learner, #bdimploys the distance
factor as a positive element in the d'ylopment Of independence
in learning.

9. The system accepts the learner_"Ihis surround as the environment
for learning, and concentrates on enriching that environment instead
of developing specialized eachinR environments which intrude
barriers of place, spac , time and other-direction in learning.

10. The system seeks, ohtains, and maintains the active cooperation
of community and egi.onal resources which can be important factors

in enriching th learning environment, in diminishing learner
dependence on single resource, and in returning learning as a'
natural and ontinuing activity to the living space, the indigenous
learning e vironment which includes living, working, recreating and
learning/....as an essential step towards the "learning society".

;Actual o gn learning systems (institutions) reveal considerable variation in

the ways which they do or do not exhibit the ten characteristics identified.

Put ano er way,, 'openness' (in concept or systems characteristics) is certainly

4
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not an absolute quality. First, there is a range of openness displayed by any

one institution, which may be open with respect to somt, but not other characteristics;

second, if all institutions of higher education (including those called 'open-) were

to 6e Yanked on g_scale from 'closed' to 'open', one would probably get a distribu-

tion that looks very much like a skewed bell shaped curve. That is, there would be

a few institutions at the extremes of 'entirely closed' or :entirely open'; a loose

'clustering of many institutions which exbibit'some characteristics of opennes's; and

a fairly extensive range between the institutions which mark the actual extremes on

the scale. However, the differences eve'aled in the groupings Are real, even

though the criteria for measurement are still rough and somewhat primitive. (4)'

We must now look at the dimensions of open learning to establish whether

there is's trend. Social institutions are created to operate within contexts

which give them viability and relevance. When contexts change,.as they now have,

institutions lose viability and relevance for some portion of the society they

are intended to serve. It is then necessary to adapt or modify institutions

according-to the new contexts, or, if that doesn't succeed,Ito create new institu-'

tions.

Since World War II we have been busy adapting and modifying-our institutions

to fit the new contexts. These contextual changes are the root of the turmoil

and disarray in higher education in the past two decades. They are the practical,

quantifiable elements that comprise the present reality context in whichhigher

education exists. The open learning concept and characteristics seem to have a
tr

high degree of congruence with the needs-requirements for learning within the

new societal contexts; while on the other hand, conventional higher education

institutions, created in other times, other. contexts, and on the models of even

older institutio6, seem to exhibit ,increasidgly poorer CID

0
ruence. (5)

Mb. 5



Is on learning congruent with current ideological tendencies or drift?

We know that any higher education institution iltst meet, reasonably well, the

expectations and aspirati of its patrons or clients, if iE is'to continue to

enjoy that gentle rain lic or private subsidy which is essential for its

survival. The ideolog, 1 tendencies of the times, however unquantifiable", cpb-

stitute another sh of context. Studies of the attitudes of youth in the

60's and 70's (e.g.: The Rockefeller Report of '71, by David Yankelovich, Inc.,

and Ginott, "Between Parent and Teenager,P Fortune; '69; in Sweden the SIFO

'Studies of '69-'70-'71-'72, and the studies of Clas Westrill) give iltportant leads

in understanding ideological shifts.

For example, youth seem to be saying:

"Do not study to reach a position; study what is worthwhile andself-

developing."

"Say goodbye to marks and merits. Make yourself a worthy person...."

Wenote that over 507, of U.S. youth want a change in the education system-
-I

especially in the universities. They attack the rigidity of the school. system;'

they want it to adapt better to present-day society. They also want more

democracy in the schools. They want a decentralization of education.

Youth seem to realize and accept they may have more than ong profession or

occupation in their lives. They see life as a series of short pulls; he neK

ars vivendi (art of living) is to create a tolerable life pattern out Of unse-

quentia1,.scattered contributions, experiences, learnings somehow brought togeEher

to form continually evolving meanings. Is this a fresh perspective on lifelong

learning?

:Surveys of older citizens show somewhat different attitudes, but a dur-

prising agreement respecting attitudes towards the changes needed in schools,

and strong desires for a more open-and democratic learning system, acceptance of

6
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technology in learning, and perceptions of learning needs (for retraining/new

career lines/coping/fulfillment) that are way ahead of present programming in post

secondary and-$ontinuing education. We sense a strong desire--almosta demand--

from youth and adult!surveys--to create the "moral" school--one that diligently
I

serves learners more than it serves itself..(6)

In addition, technological development and extended exposure to the mass

media have already convinced millions of people they can learn as well from

mediated instruction as in conventional classrooms. The consistent yield of "no .

significant difference" in comparative studies of instruction methods backs them

up. :(7)

What are the dimensions of scale respecting the of:Len learning phenomenon?

Here.We are concerned with scope (aggregation) and persistence. The adjective

'open' was not formally applied to any School or university until 1969. It was

i,n that year that Queen Lizabeth II granted a charter to a new British university.
I

The. concept of openness, however, which the Open University was created to imple-

ment on a national scale was not new. The roots.of the concept go back at least

to the beginning of the,20th Century. It is clearly grafted to the-British and

Americ.in concepts of university extension and independent study. (8) This may

to one of the reasons the open learning phenomenon--in so short a time--has won

a remarkable degree of acceptance in the face of much initial. institutional

hostility and contemptuous disregard, and has spread so rapidly. The seeds for

open learning were on every, campus that had had experience with university'

extension and independent study.

In the United States there are presently about 90 post secondary - higher

education institutions that have been identified.as engaging in open learning.

Furthermore, the number of local, state, regional and national study groups

weighing the questions of open learning suggests that this is an issue, of

7

(9)
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uniasual importance. New institutional forms are springing up under various names.

(Empire State College, University Without Walls, University of Mid-America, Regents

Degree Programs, Independence University) and under various sponsorship (public

and private); institutional consortia for open learning are beirig developed, and

older institutions are experimenting with various aspects of openness in programs

for certain learners.
A

A series of U.S. national and state commissions, both public and private,

have plowed and replowed the issues in open learning, either as a primarlar

secondary focus: The Commission on Non-Traditional Study, The Carnegie Commission,

The National Association of Edu&ationalBroadcastefs, The Educational Media Council,

the Commission on Education of the National Apademy of Engineering of the

National Academy of Science, and numerous state commissions, and privite commissions

for groups (i.e., Jewish learned societies). The U.S. Office of EduCation and

NIE Have sponsored studies of open learning issues, and private foupaations and

the NIE have_ made grants for the development of open learningaystems.

In terms of sustained interest, the generation of innovate. -ve 'forms, rapid

growth in, the number of proposed and operating programs, and the.increasing flow
. ,

of remarkably consistent policy recommendations from dive'rse sources in support

of open learning, the scale of the open learning phenomenon in=the U.S. appears

to be significant. Outside the U.S. the story is the same.

world wide phenomenon and rend, (10)
3

II. Relationshi to Inde dent Stud .

Open learning is a

In the western world, r approximately 80 years (1850e1930) correspondence

study was the only formal sy tem of teaching and learning, that enabled learners,

wherever they were, and wflat r their conditen--to overcome'the formidable

.

sbarriers of space, time, oci 1 place and economic status in the pursuit of

learning. By* 1930, telecommunications linked to education began to increase the
4
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options available to learners. Today correspondence study is only one of a

number of means for learning apart from conventional schoCAing.

\. --

It is curious and unfortunate that during that 80-year period when corres-

p4ndence studyad an almost, absOlute monopoly as the only alternative to tradi-

tional learning,'" there 12as no interest in correspondence study as a method of

learning. From Langenscheit to ICS, there are fairly lucid accounts of the pro-

cess of administering teaching by correspondence, but virtually nothing about

the learners, the teachersy and teaching and leaAing by this method., Even

.William Rainey Harper 'and William H. Lighty, representative as they were, of an

awakening interest on the part of American' universities, in an alternate method

of "extending to the people" opportunities for learning that conventionally went

only to anelite few, contributed little to correspondence study as a novel

method of teaching and learning.

'Yet during this same period the American psychologist-philosopher, William

James,,published his best known works, Sigmund Freud. published his most famous

treatises, and John Dewey, contemporary with Freud and James, revitalized

American.schOol-ing with his concept.of 'progressive' education. Except that

,

correspondence study did not penetrate the concerns of'professionalAducation, it

was a period of lively develOpment in edUcation and psychology.

lo

Unfortunately the educationists of the'tinveshad their gaze so'riveted on

what_was under their noses that they, ,coMpletely1 overlooked One of otie most important

educational trends of the periodthe risd and development of correspondence study

as an alternate to regular Schooling.'
(

Yet, after over 100 year6 of existence, correspondence study is only just

how beginning to be taken seriously as an important methodology and alternative.

Indeed, many of the most innovative applications of correspondence studyin open

learning systems for example--are being Undertaken by people who are ignorant of
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correspondence study'and hence proceed as though their experiments are de.povo.

It is unfortunately true, that the failures ,of correspondence study to develop,

a theory rated to the mainstream of edUcational thought and practice have

Seriously handi apped the development and recognition of this field, and will con -
3

tinue to do so. Theory provides a moans of explaining, through general proposi-
p

dons or principles, a phenomenon or clast of phenomena.

Theories are part of the milieu of any culture; as such they condition us

by defining realities in certain ways; from them we learn to anticipate, recognize,
2c

have feelings for, and react to phenomena. While untiallenged theories may be

assumptions which can trap the unwary and make him a prisoner of the past,. or Of

some concept of the present or future that-is a delusion, the'absenCe of theory

is even more misleading. Without theory we are mere operators at an 'early stage

of learning with respect to our craft; artisans; iterhaps, but not true pro -'

fessionals. (11)

125 years ago, correspondence study was a significant methodological innova-

tion, well ahead of the development of educational and learning theory. It has

an important significance to general learning theory and points towards 'a new

typology for all teaching-learning methodologies.

Correspondence study, home study, distance education; and radio. education,

television teaching--in,fact all forms of mediated instruction (correspondence is

a medium)--belong to a larger, generic class which we in the U.S. tend to call

"independent study".. This term is used because provides an important link to

general learning theory and accepted practice in mainstream education and because

it emphasizes teaching and learning rather than medium or distance.

The definitions of independent study supplied by Bonthius,David and

Drushal: "teaching and learning which focuses on the individual instead of the

group, which emphasizes the person-to-person relationship between teacher and

10
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Jstudent". and "the pursuit of special topics or projects by individual students

under the-guidance of faculty advisers apart from organi-zed courses" (12) posit

a tutorial teacher=student relationship in an implied campus context'for "special"

,work. Except for4the medium of communication, much correspondence study would

fit this definition.

Gleason broadened the definition by observing that independent study is com=

posed of instructional systems which "make it possible for the learner to pursue

the study of personally significant areas in an independent manner--freed of

bonds of time, space, and prescription usually' imposed by conventional instruc-

tion." (13) Dubin and Taveggia recognized two kinds of independent study: One

including teacher-direction and gUidance in the learning process, and the other
40.

emphasizing the learner in recognition that learning can and does take place in

the absence of the teacher. (14)

Recently a definitio which is inclusive of both internal and external

learners has become widely accepted:

"Independent Study consists of various forms of teaching-learning
arrangements in which teachers and learners carry out their
essential tasks and responsibilities apart from one another,
communicating in a variety of ways, for the purposes of freeing
internal learners from inappropriate class pacings.zor pAtterns,
or providing external learners opportunity to continue learning
in their own environments, and developing in all learners the
capacity to carry on'self-directed learning, the ultimate
maturity required of the educated person. Independent Study
programs offer learners varying degrees of freedom in the self-
determination of goals and activities, and in starting, stopping
and pacing individualized learning programs which are carried on
to the greatest extent possible at the convenience of the
learners." (15)

Dressel and Thompson (1973) stated that "Independent study, interpreted as-

.

a capacity to be developed, comes Close to being if it is not, indeed, the major

goal of all education." They defined independent study as "the student's self-

diredeed pursuit of academic competence in as autonomous a manner as he is able

11
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. .
4.

to exercise-at any particular' time." (16) ,Independent study, it is clear, ii

Concerned with the provision of opportunities that develop the learner's capacity

for self-direction and autonomy, whatever the institutional context, whatever the

method, and wherever the learner may ..be.r.

Correspondence study was the first methodology emerge'in the direction

of independence, and away from continuing dependence in learning. As'a phenomenon

within the independent study category it has a more secure identity ated a signil/

A

ficane relationship to mainstream educational theory and activity.

Moore observed that "Independent learning and teaching is a system consisting

of three sub-systems, a learner, a teacher, and a method of communication. These

sub-systems have critical characteristics distinguishing them from learning,

teaching and communication in other forms of education. To understand the

learning system, we must develop the concept of the "autonomous learner." TO
v

i

understand the communications system we must,cOnsider teaching at a stance, and
, #

, I

1
../ ,

Itb understand the teaching system we must modify traditional concepts a cording

to the restraints and-the opportunities that are consequenCes of distance and.

I

autonomy." (17)

Moore also pointed out that in independent study "teaching is, parado ically,

both responsive and anticipatory" arid asks what the indepe dent learner is

independent of?

"He is independent, first, of other-direction; he is autonomous/.
Second, he is independent of the space-time bondage made necesary
only by a tradition of dependent or- `other- directed' teaching..' The

greater his autonomy, the more 'distance' he can tolerate; andi
therefore the more he is independent." (18)

Now, the distinguishing element in contiguous teaching is.what is Visually

cale "social interaction ", which is defined as a relationship between two
.

t
-

Is

'persons in which the "behavior of one is- stimulus to the behavior of th4 other."
.

e

However, millions of learners, particularly adults, do not learn in clas rooms,

,12

a
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. . ,)

never meet or speak directly to their teachers, and many learn from teachers with

whom they have no personal acquaintance at all. They participate in a form of

independent study sometimes called "distance teaching anelearning". Distance

teaching is not a new concept; it was referred to by Lighty himself, who wrote

1.

Of William Rainey Harper, that he )(transported bodily all his long distance'

teaChing institution to Chicago", and of Bishop Vincent of Chautauqua, that "he

did see that teaching by long distance methods was feasible."

The difficulty with terms which focus attention on media, distance dr place

of learning is that they distract attention from those points' of linkage which

relate "independent study" to the mainstream of learning theory. Such terms

separate rather than join. For example, the reference to "contiguous teaching"

"above suggesls that only this form of teaching employs "social interaction"; and

that in various forms of independent study, because teacher and learner are

separated, social'interaction:does not in facPbe'cur. Tom Brady, one of my

graduate students, is doing research on the modes and quality of interaction

between learners and teachers in independent \z29 (the correspondence study

method) which wd5.1 relate to the theory of interactiondn conventional teaching

and learning, and includedan original study of learning trauma, expressed for

example in con-completions, which will illuminate the role of inetraction in

independent study. Two other graduate students, Professor Michael Moore and

Mary Frances Holman, are probing separate aspects of the psychological theory of

field dependence -- Independence as a basic typolOgy for classifying all learners

01.

and institutions. James Martin is linking independent study theory and institu-
.

tional development with general Sociological theory: and has come up wilh some

4

intriguing equations which show promise of predicting consequences, for learnep

and institutions, when various facets of the independent study teachiilg-learning

arrangement are manipulated. Independent study is thus joining the mainstream
, 4
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of education, regardless of the particular method or medium employed.

Open learning, discussed as a worldwide trend in the previous section, owes

much to iiidependent study, and represents the employment of independent study;

its liberation from ancient restrictions imposed in other times and contexts, and

even its admission into the educational mainstream. More attention has been given

to open learning in the last-6=7 yers than was given to independent study in its

various forms in the past 100 yeafs; yet the. symbiotic relatiopship of the two is

clearly evident.

III. The Implications of the Open Learning'Trend lor Independent Study.

In fact, the chief-7almost the only--difference between open learning and

Independent study ishe institutional autonomy given to selected sub systems of

independent studyiwhich operate under the 'open' rubric, within the total system

of education.

The open learning trend bas important implications for standard, conventional

education, as well as for Independent study. The implications would seem'to be

significant in seven areas: mission; operations; student body; academic,

curriculum, instruction, learning and reward systems; access; diffusion and

communications systems; and institutional support.

Mission. The implications of open learning are likely to be felt most

strongly in a gradual re-valuation of the role and place of tertiary (post

secondary)%education in society. The open learning trend fundamentally poses

value-laden questions,such as, What are the values of education? What are the

purposes of education? Who shall be give; access to the opportunities of tertiary

education? On what grounds shall tertiary education be subsidized? How shall.

tertiary education be held accountable to society.: and How shall tertiary eduta-

tiodbe'organized, diffused and governed?

14
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These are philosophical questions that are periodic lq examined and

reexamined. From that first Athenian grove na E'er Akadimos,,the answers to

these questions over the centuries have reflected the valuecontexts within

which each society gave role, place and power to education..

The open learning trend raises issues affecting the mission of every

institution of tertiary education. The raising of issues will not impel every

insti ;ution into open learning, nor should it. Institutions will make choices

within the value contexts of that society (or part of society) which supports

them. By making choices, institutions will also be selecting, though not

necessarily determining, preferred consequences in their struggle for survival.

The open learning trend does not pose fresh issues never before considered.

, However, the changed contexts of our society have caused old issues to erupt

with new force and clarity. It seems unlikely that these issues wilt be ignored;

in fact, we are witnessing--just in our analysis of the open learning trend--how ,

the process of confronting these issues has already produced changes of signifi-

cance.

It seems.). y that whatever, revaluation takes place, the net outcome will

be institu al missions towards a greater rather than lesser diversity in

tertiary education. At the same time there may be greater (wider) concept space

between different types of institutions than has been the case in the past. Let

us look at the unique purpose of tertiary education--knowledge:-in all its aspects.

Spme tertiary institutions will choose or continue an institutional mission

which makes knowledge an end in itself. This is a proper and important mission.

The knowledge needb of society are increasing rather than diminishing. Institu-

tions which choose to go this way, or continue this way, are likely to benefit

from a sharpened, more sprialized mission, which will provide them with more

concept space--more separation,-from other types of institutions.

15
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Same institutions, On the other hand, will choose a mission which makes

knowledge a means to other social,and humane ends. The mission of these institu-
/

tibils will be the application of kqowledge. In the past, when institutions tried

to serve both the /knowledge -as -end mission and the,knowledge-as-means

inevitably one or the other suffered. Reward systems, for example, have tended

to be unitary even where there was a dual mission. It seems likely that both

types of/ institutions would benefit by widening the concept space between them.

Open l earning sy stems will find more ready acceptance in institutions with
t,

knowledge -as -means missions. Indeed, the,op learning trend is fundamentally

an eruption of knowledge-as-means as a mission equal in importance to knowledge-
/

as-end. There isa profound difference betwee the knowledge-as-end and the

knawledge-as-means positions, aidiffer..ence which has been obscured because past

societal and value context's have determined a unitary, hierarchicaL typology for

the main busines, pi tertiary education--knowledge. ,Knowledge for what, seems

to be implied in the open learning trend. For itself? As a means to other

ends? (Social, individuil, economic, or whatever.) For boa'?
I

Some institutions will vtinue,to have a dual mission with respect to
Not

knowledge. These may well bee institutions whioh,have developed (or choose

to develop) that aspect of, tertiary education known in the U.S. as university

extension. As mentioned earltek9 the seeds for open learning were sown in the

extension movement of late 19th -early 20th century., For complex redsons,

university extension reached a conceptual plateau in the 40's and 50's, and while

it has grow; in size and significance since, there was not a fertile base in the

university itself for the nurturing and maturing of:the extension concept. There

was, perhaps, insufficient concept space between the knowledge-as-end and

knayledge-ai-means missions of the university, and extension remained in a sub-

priority position in the hierarchy regarding knowledge'which generally prevailed.
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The open'learning trend implies that institutions which follow a dual

mission with respect to knowledge will be likely to increase the concept s ce

between the knowledge-as-end and knowledgelas-mgans missions. This suggest equal
,

priority for each mission, and,greater autonomy and structural separation of the

two functions. The open learning trend proVides evidence that these procvse
r

with respect to mission are already going on s/1

Mission has .been discussed chiefly with respect.to knowledge-as-end and

knowledge-as-means, and so far we have not, entioned the braditionally stated'

tertiary education mission, the trinity of teaching, research and public service.

What'the open learning trend implies is a somewhat different view of the nowledge

missions of-higher education, with teaching, research and public servic as proper;

and essential actiyities of ea? type.of mission, whether knowledge-as-end; or

knowledge-as-means. Institutions which combine both missions are likely to fibd

that the question of providing concept space between these missions is more

difficult than neatly separating the missions into different institutions.

1

Independent study institutions at-the tertiary level also face difficult 1

1questions of mission, although their origins were clearly,on the side of

/knowledge-as-means. Form, as the saying goes, tends ,to follow function. Missi n

provides function, expressed in aims, objectives, ru ture,-Ufgabfation-and

programs; and the mission objectives then become t e/only realistic basis for

assessing institutions and holding them accountab e'to society.

Operations. This category includes admini tion, admissions, accreditation,

inter - institutional relationships at local, re ional and national levels, inter-

face with community; business, industry and agencies,

tion of strcuture'and organization necessary to accomplish

and the determine-

function.

The open learning trend implies shifts from the conventional in all these

spheres. Whether an instttut on selects one cr the other of the knowledgemissions,
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it will still'have options respecting how its mission is to be achieved. Whether

it chooses more, less, or no openness, the institution must survive in a social

milieu which includes the re- ordering of educational priorities on the basis of

increased learning needs throughout life for nearly all people. With only finite

resources, we must anticipate some painful reallocation of educational dollars

in the years ahead.

Institutions which move towards openness will alter traditional admissions

policies, accreditation processes, and adjust operations and administration to

new or different priorities. Accreditation, which in the past was denied or

only conditionally granted to independent study institutions will become directly

accessible irrespective of distance methodologies, and based only, as is proper,

on the demonstrated quality with whiih an institution carries out its mission.

Operational characteristics will tend, inevitably, to become more sOecialized

because the need to follow conventional institution models as closely_as possible

no ill no longer be present.

Aridents. In the past, tertiary education students were largely full time

youth on campus. The open learning trend implies that' this will change. Part-

time lgarners from youth through adulthood will become the new norm. The

statistical average/mean age of students will increase gradually until it is about

ten or more years higher than it is now. Flexible admission requirementsof no

requirements at all--will open learning on the basis of need, motivation, maturity

and experience, and not on the basis of previous eddcation or certification.

Between 1972 and 1974 part-time learners in American tertiary education equalled,

and began to exceed in number the full-time learners who were generally assumed

to be the consumers of tertiary education.- This is a statistic of great signifi-

cance. Not only are the new learners, largely part-time, most of them do not

anymore live on campus. Many of. them are distant learners with indepndent

18
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learning styles. These learners are gradually being accorded equal status with

full-tithe conventional learners. More mature, they demand the right to determine .

their own goals, to participate in the develop nt of curricular and course plans,

and to be involved in the evaluation of their-achievement. Open learning--just

as independent study -- 'appeals at present largely to middle class adults, and

women seem to be attracted b) both about as much as men. Whether in titutions-

choose open leAning programs or not, the spin-offs from` this phenomenon will be

likely to have impact even on regular programs, but will raise far reaching

questions about curricula for the new populations learners, especially as open

learning and independent study institutions begin to attract those who Sn most

in need of them, the minority, deprived, and least-served segments of society.

Academia. The open learning trend implies changes even in the stately halls

of Academia. New faculty roles, in which there is less teaching of the lecturing e

style, and more individual counseling seems implied. Faculty may find themselves .

gently nudged towards the Platonic model, with teacher as.mentor, guide, and

problem solver, rather than information and law giver. In addition, courses for

distant, independent learners, using various media-and technology in systems

designed formats will occupy an increasing proportion of faculty time and talent.

Faculty responding to the new openness will work more in teams, will share

authority in certain activities with others, including learners. In institutions

which emphasize knowledge-as-end, there will probably not be as much change. In

institutions which have a dual mission, faculty members
,
may have dual roles, or

have the option of either./

The academic departm7(lt may come under extreme pressure because of the

requirenlents of the interdisciplinary team approach that will Characterize course .

and materials/development. In some cases it may give way to a different form,

implying a change in academic governance. Tenure and academic freedgm may be \\

19
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viewed differently. In the case of tenure, there are implications that this

A
much sought after status may be somewhat more restricted, but compensated perhaps

by alternate kinds of job security. Other grades of faculty personnel-will be

pore extensively used, of the specialist or adjunct type, drawl} in from the

community.

While there is no implication that academic freedom is likely to be modified

in any way, the very openness of'the learning process may*provide a new dimension,

to academic freedom. Anyone in Britain, for example, can tune in on Open

University courses viaxadio or television, and can purchase O. U. course guides

and materials in any bookstore, or. get them in any library. Hence, the university

aims., courses, procesSes, materials, staff and evaluations are continually under

broader public scrutiny than has ever been true of higher education before. Issues

of,academic freedom have primarily been campus affairs, adjudicated,' as Taylor

yoidts o0t, under agreed upon procedures in a confined arena. (19) In open

institutions with widely diffused programs, the arena for any dispute is no

longer confined, and different procedures may have to be evolved. Certainly a

high degree of faculty responsibility in controversial areas will be required.

There seems to be no implication that research will be directly affected.

Those who are qualified and. want to do research, either pure or applied, will

carry on research according to institutional mission. Those who do not want to

do research, or are not qualified, will not find themselves foreclosed from

4

achieving the upper ranks, at least in institutions which are knowledge-as-means

oriented.

Quality control, once more or less exclusively the domain of academia, will

be shared with otheri, including students. Wire objective means of quality con-

trol in research, teaching, counseling, curriculum design, materials development,

assessment and administration, are likely to come into wider use, partly because

20
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of the design complexity of open institutions, partly because instruction and

materials design will proceed along behavioral lines, and partly because of

ideological tendencies.

Independent study institutions will find in these implications more rather

than fewer options for development.

Ng
Curriculum, Instruction, Learning an Curriculum, instruction,

learning and rewards have traditionally been under he control of the faculty.

Open learning implies that institutions' will become more learning and learner

oriented. Institutions will evolve dual systems of teaching and learning; these

two activities will be conceptually separate, as indeed, they are in reality.

Knowledge-as-end institutions will put the emphasis primarily on subject matter;

knowledge-as-means institutions will emp1iasize learning as a problem solving

process in knowledge-applying'situations. The rapidity with which knowledge is

generated,.and the inescapable implications of knowledge obsolescence, have

Already hastened this development.

The controls over curriculum and rewards (this implies the assessment of

learning).will gradually be shared with others in the team process, including

learners.

The environment for learning will not be confined to the special areas and

facilities of a campus, but will be perceived as the 1-earner and.his surround

wherever he is, distant or close, part-time or full -time. (20) Efforts will

therefore be made to enrich the distant environments of independent learners

through cooperation with community agencies, business, industry, libraries,

laboratories and government agencies. Instruction and learning materials will be

designed to strengthen and reinforce the learner in his environment. To this end,-

a proposal has been made in the U.S. that no future public housing be approved

unless it includes a learning center for .the use of all members of the family. (21)
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Learning is a phenomenon that occurs where the learner -is.

One of the ancient aims of education -- helping the learner to become inde-

pendent of "other direction" in learning, so that he can take responsibility for

learning throughout his life - -will assume a new prominence. Efforts will be

increased to diminish the dependencies of learners--especially in tertiary educa-

tion. Learning will be viewed by more and more people as a self - directed aotivity

that must continue throughout life in many contexts and circumstances.

The present age and certification barriers that separate the education of

infants, children, youth and adults will become blurred. Stopping in and

stopping out, as needs and situations change, will become mare common. Situa-

tional learning will motivate many to take up learning again and again, no matter

how distant from a higher education institution, using a variety of media,

technology and materials. Accreditation and the rewards of degrees and other

diplomas will have nothing to do with the place where the student learns, how

in which sequence he learned, or at what pace, but only with whether he learned

and can demonstrate the competencies and behaviors which were.the objectives of

the course. (22) Short seminars,vacation schools, and concentrated laboratory

periods will bring faculty and students togethei periodically on a face -to -face

basis. More attention will be given to the "no significant difference" findings

of past comparative studies of instruction methods which negate the view that

non-traditional approaches reduce instructional standards and quality of learning.

Independent institutions will be more at home in applying these concepts

than more traditional institutions, and will find their work more widely accepted.

Diffusion, Access, Communication. Qpen learning'iMplies more options and

choices in learning. Part-time learnelin particular will take advantage of

improved access to learning opportunity diffused diroUgh various communications,

media. Print, writing, television, radio, the telephone, the computei, graphics,



pro4rammed systems, the satellite, tape systems, thervideo disc will find a place

in the diffusion of instruction and learning resources for learners who,Wifl
r

communicate as freely or more so than at present. New student bodies will be

41tracted to rolls of tertiary institutions. V :
As we have already found in a world short of energy, there are many things

which we can learn to do as well as, or better than, we did when our first

assumption was that people must be physically transported so they can assemble

at our feet. The challenge to technology and to ourselves is to learn to

communicate affective and cognitive meanings even more_effectively and more

humanely than we do at present, for this is an implication from the open learning

phenomenon and the inde endent study tradition.

Institutional Supp7t. While Dr. Harringtdn's caution respecting the

paucity of monetary support in the immediate future is well taken, in time this

period too will pass away. The'legal and financial bases of higher education

will ventuaily/hopefully undergo change according, to the implications of the

open earning trend. New kinds of institutions will require special or modified

legislation. Private, non profit institutions will become eligible for certain

kinds of federal and even state, subsidyx Part-time learners, who have always

been penalized by Paying higher, fees and receiving fewer rewards, will be treated

on an equal basis with full-time learners., (23) Adults, who in extension and,

adult education prpgrams hiVe always had to pay close to 100% of costs for con-

tinuing learning;".frequently without academic reward, will eventually be sub-

sidized on a comparable basis with youth simply because it will become recognized

..
that society is the co-beneficiary of any learning which improves a person's .

..-

life, career, earning poWer, or copin power. It will make even more sense to
.

,
, ,

subsidize adult learning, since any improvement in adult living, coping, earning

is immediately expressed in higher taxes paid on income, in less demand for

) 23
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Welfare or assistance, or an improved community. Industry, business, and govern-

ment will directly subsidize workers who continue learning and can demonstrate

-improved competence. The elderly (as we note already) will be encourages to

_continue learning under higher subsidy as a means of enriching life and under-

standing, and of increasing communication between learners of different ages to

compensate for the social dangers inherent in the shutting out of elderly people

from normal social intercourse, particularly with youth.

Since learning will occur in the environment of the learner, wherever that

is, many of ,the social, legal and financial, procedures now in effect will be

modified. The social-economic-political iuppoxt patterns of tertiary institutions

will be broadened as the implications of open learning are perceived and acted

upon. Consortia, regional agreements, national networks of cooperation and

Collaboration will have new significance. The issue of local control of educa-

tion will beCome less significant as responsibility for,. learning is more and more

A

the prerogati e of the self actuated learner. Again, independent study institu-

tions will be able to accommodate to such changes with less trauma than others.

As noted earlier, even institutions which choose not to be involved in

Open learning ill be the beneficiarieg or victims of the changes implied in the

trend we have een discussing. Quite obviously the benefit that many seek is the

achievement o "learning` society", as so eloquently depicted by Robert Hutchins

and Edgat Fatir . (24)

The implic tions of the open -learning trend for tertiary education are,

of course, spec lation, but let us hope that they are at least intelligent specu-

lation, even th ugh intelligence, as the French mathematician Emile Picard observed,

is that faculty of the mind, thanks to which we finally understand that every-

thing is incomprehensible.".(25)

The open learning trend is a child of- independent study. It affects its
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f--
.parents in significant ways. This child,,in fact, may win the acceptance so long

denied to its parents. This, in itself, will have a significant implication

as suggested here -- on virtually every aspect of our work.

a

7'
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